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Impacts of bus stop location and berth number on urban network
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literature mainly includes local level studies and the network
level impacts of these characteristics have remained challenging. The network level investigation of theses impacts:
(i) makes the assessment of the network performance under
different condition and factors possible; (ii) provides useful
insights for design studies. The later can be an interesting
insight since these factors (i.e. bus stop location, number of
berth, etc.) normally have not been applied in design studies.
This paper discusses the network level effects of the bus
stop location and number of berth. These factors have been
considerably investigated in the local level studies. Typically,
there are three types of bus stop locations (i) near-side
(located upstream of the intersection), (ii) far-side (located
downstream of the intersection), and (iii) mid-block (isolated
from the intersections), see Fig. 1. [6] commented that the
mid-block bus stop should be avoided since it increases the
walking distances and results in a higher number of unauthorized street crossing. Various studies have been conducted

Abstract— The effects of operational characteristics of the
public transport system on the performance of the urban
network traffic flow and the public transport system have been
widely investigated at the local level. However, to the best of
authors’ knowledge there is no attempt to investigate these
characteristics at the network level. This study bridges this
gap through the notion of network macroscopic fundamental
diagram (NMFD). In particular, the effects of the bus stop
location (i.e. far-side and near-side) and berth number are
discussed at the network level through simulating different
scenarios in the central business district (CBD) of the city of
Christchurch, New Zealand. In consistent with the local level
studies, the outputs show that the far-side bus stops result in
better network performance (i.e. larger capacity and critical
density range) and a lower median for the network average
delay of car traffic. The near-side bus stops instead lead to
a lower median for the public transport system. The results
reveal that increasing the berth number improves the network
capacity and median of the network average delay for both
modes. Finally, the impacts of the combination of the far-side
and near-side bus stop on network performance have been
discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Public transport is a key strategy to mitigate the congestion
problem in the modern societies. The public transport system
requires providing an acceptable service between different
points of the network to motivate car users to shift their transportation mode to the public transport system [1]. This yields
the importance of the network design for the public transport
system. The design studies, mostly consist of optimization
procedures that aim to optimize factors like the headway,
line spacing, and stop spacing [2-5] through minimizing the
agency, users [2-4], and emission [5] costs. Performancerelated studies are also crucial to assess the operation of
the existing public transport networks and to provide useful
insights to be taken into account in the network design
process. In addition, since the operational characteristics of
the public transport system impress the interactions between
the different transportation modes, the performance studies
improve our understanding of the traffic dynamics in the bimodal (i.e. car and bus) urban networks.
Remarkable literature exists discussing how different characteristics of the public transport system like the dwell time,
bus stop location, number of berth, etc. affect the public
transport performance and also the car traffic. However, this

Fig. 1: Bus stops locations [7].
on the impacts of the bus stop location on public transport
performance. For instance, [8] showed that on hills and nearside bus stops increase the public transport delay. However,
the bus stop location effects on car traffic have not been
sufficiently investigated. The initial insights were proposed in
[9] through the analytical models under the assumption that
the dwell time and distance of bus stop from the intersection
do not affect the car traffic. The considered assumption is far
from reality and was later contradicted by [10]. [11] showed
through a two lane cellular automaton model that the nearside bus stop causes capacity drop if it is installed bellow a
critical distance from the intersection. [10] later mentioned
a group of factors like the car inflow, green ratio, and length
of the signal cycle as the factors which determine the effects
of a near-side bus stop on the car traffic. Next, [12] showed
that the near-side bus stop can decrease the car delay, while
the far-side bus stop can decrease the bus delay. Then, [13]
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analytically showed that the distance between the bus stop
and intersection, dwell time, and the capacity of bottleneck
created by the bus stop can affect the intersection capacity.
Recently, [14] presented that when the inflow is greater than a
critical value, the impact of bus stop on local traffic is larger.
However, this impact disappeared by increasing the distance
of the bus stop from the intersection. [15] also presented that
the near-side bus stop is superior when the major concern
is bus-carrying capacity. However, as mentioned earlier, the
network level investigation on the effects of the near-side and
far-side bus stops on the network performance and public
transport system is a missing point of the existing literature.
Besides, some local level studies resulted in the opposite
outputs, while their main concern was the same (e.g. [12]
and [15]).
The literature on the effects of the berth number also
suffers from the lack of network level investigations. A berth
is defined as ”the position for a bus to pick up and discharge
passengers, including curb bus stops and other types of
boarding and discharge facilities” [9]. Number of berth has
been in the spotlight of the research community with the fast
development of the public transportation system in the recent
years. In particular, this is an important problem in the CBD
of the populated cities where a bus stop normally serves more
than one bus line. However, the literature in this area is still
in its infancy. The existing literature discusses the problem
of the berth assignment and to a lesser extent the effects of
the berth number on the public transport system and traffic
condition. For instance, [16] showed through simulation data
that the berth number significantly affects the bus speed in
the urban roads. Next, [17] presented that the bus delay
and the rate at which the bus delay increases with bus
inflow decrease as the number of berth increases. [18] later
discussed that the rise in the number of berth increases the
capacity and speed of the car traffic. Then, [19] showed that
the capacity of the link considerably increases as the number
of berth increase up to three, but for the berth number higher
than three the capacity does not experience a considerable
raise. This result is exactly in consistent with the effects
of the number of berth on the capacity of link which was
presented by [9].
To bridge this gap (i.e. lack of network level investigation
on the effects of the operational characteristics of the public
transport system), this study discusses bus stop location and
berth number impacts on the network performance and public
transport system at the network level via the notion of the
network macroscopic fundamental diagram (NMFD). To this
end, different scenarios are simulated in the CBD of the city
of Christchurch, New Zealand. Then, scenarios are compared
by studying the 3D-NMFDs and the corresponding contour
plot in terms of: the performance in free flow condition,
capacity range, and critical density range. The comparison
between the network average delay of the different scenarios
is also provided to discuss the public transport system
performance. Outputs show that the far-side bus stops result
in a bigger capacity and critical density range compared to
the near-side bus stops. The far-side bus stops also lead to

a lower median in the network average delay box plot for
the car traffic, while the near-side bus stops lead to a lower
median for the public transport system. The results reveal
that the raise in the berth number improves the network
capacity and median of the network average delay of the car
traffic and public transport system. In addition, a comparison
between the introduced scenarios for bus stop locations and
the current condition of the Christchurch CBD demonstrates
that to have the optimal network performance in the real
condition, a combination of the far-side and near-side bus
stops need to be used.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section
2 presents a brief overview on the macroscopic modelling of
urban networks and studies that have conducted on the effects
of the bus stop location and berth number using this notion.
Section 3 presents the methodology including the NMFD
derivation , test-bed description and simulation setup, and
the scenarios. This is followed by section 4 which presents
the results and discussion. Finally, conclusions are addressed
in section 5.
II. M ACROSCOPIC M ODELING OF U RBAN N ETWORKS
The NMFD is a reproducible diagram that illustrates
the relationships between fundamental traffic variables at
the network level see Fig. 2. Macroscopic modelling of
urban networks was established and developed by [20-22].
These models were brought again into the spotlight thorough
reintroducing and verifying by [23,24].

Fig. 2: The network macroscopic fundamental diagram
(NMFD).
Since then, lots of studies have discussed the NMFD existence [25], properties [26], and application [27]. A significant
contribution in the NMFD literature is the existence of 3DNMFD which relates the vehicular (passenger) flow in a bimodal network to the car and bus accumulations (densities).
The idea of the NMFD for the bi-modal urban networks was
introduced in [28]. Then, [29], for the first time, showed
through the simulation data that a 3D-NMFD exists for the
bi-modal urban networks. The existence of 3D-NMFD was
later confirmed through the empirical data [30] see Fig. 3.
Recently, [31] presented the functional form of the 3DNMFD. The suggested function includes two parts. The first
part presents an upper bound for travel production. Then,
this amount is reduced by a smoothing parameter to mimic

condition of the CBD with the bus stop location scenarios is
provided to discuss the differences between the considered
scenarios and the real condition. The following subsections
(i) present how the 3D-NMFDs are plotted, (ii) describe
the test-bed and simulation setup, and (iii) introduce the
considered scenarios.
A. NMFD Derivation

Fig. 3: Empirical 3D-NMFD, the city of Zurich, Switzerland
[30].

the interaction between the modes and the heterogeneity of
the flow. The 3D-NMFD shape is sensitive to the operational
characteristics of the public transport system. This makes it
an appropriate tool to discuss the effects of these characteristics at the network level. Firstly, [28] mentioned the bus
headway, behavior of offsets, dwell time, bus arrival, bus
stop location, number of bus line, type of bus stops, and
berth number as the factors which could affect the shape of
the NMFD of a bi-modal urban network. Next, [29] presented
through the simulation data that a longer dwell time leads to
a lower average speed and flow in the NMFD of buses. This
attracted the attention of the community that the 3D-NMFD
can be applied to study the effects of different factors on the
performance of the bi-modal urban networks. [32] presented
that the dedicated bus lane and transit signal priority lead to
a larger flow capacity in comparison to the scenarios with
the mixed traffic and fixed signal timing. Later, [33] showed
that the moving bottleneck effect and the capacity reduction,
are the major effects of buses on the NMFD of a corridor.
Recently, [34] showed via simulation data that the far-side
bus stops might results in a bigger critical density range in
comparison to the near-side bus stops at the network level.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In this study, first, different scenarios (two, for different
bus stop location and three for the berth number) are introduced. Next, the scenarios are simulated in the CBD of
Christchurch, New Zealand through the microscopic simulation environment. Then, the 3D-NMFDs of the different
scenarios are derived and applied to discuss the effects of
the bus stop location and berth number on the network
performance. To this end, similar to the applied approach
in [32], the obtained 3D-NMFDs are compared in terms of
the network capacity and critical density ranges as the city
decision makers and practitioners are interested to derive
policies and strategies under which the network is performing
close to its capacity and critical density ranges [29]. In
addition, the network level effects of different scenarios
in terms the public transport system and car traffic delay
are discussed. Finally, a comparison between the current

The NMFD can be derived through the analytical approach (method of cuts), empirical data, and simulation data.
The analytical NMFD determines the upper-bond of the
corresponding variables, while the empirical and simulated
NMFDs show scatters. The loop detector data (flow and
density) has been widely employed to derive the empirical
or simulated NMFD. Some studies also plotted the NMFD
through the total travel time and total travel distance [35]
and the trajectory data [36]. In this study, the 3D-NMFD
is derived to compare the different scenarios. To do this,
detectors collect the data (flow and density) every 90 s during
the simulation. Herein, 3D-NMFD relates the average total
flow of the entire network to the average density of cars and
average density of buses calculated as follow:
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Where the used notations are presented in Table I. Besides,
as mentioned in [29], in order to represent the differences
between the different transportation mode’s passenger occupancy it is crucial to derive the passenger 3D-NMFD. The
passenger 3D-NMFD relates the average total passenger flow
in a bi-modal network to the average density of cars and
buses within the network. In our study, the passenger flow
is calculated using the model presented in [29] as follow:
Qptotal (t) = hc Qc (t) + hb Qb (t)

(4)

Where the employed notations are shown in Table I.
B. Test-bed Description and Simulation Setup
The CBD of Christchurch, New Zealand is modeled in
microscopic simulation environment Aimsun [37] to explore
the scenarios introduced in this study see Fig. 4. To this end,
the real origins and destinations (OD), control plans (phases,
phase order, etc), and public transport system are employed.
The following items indicate the inputs applied to model the
network:
• Network geometry
The geometry of the network is modeled based on the
aerial map of the CBD and the Google Street View.

TABLE I: The summary of notations.
Key
t
i
Qtotal (t)
Qp
total (t)
Qc (t)
Qb (t)
Kcar (t)
Kbus (t)
qi (t)
kic (t)
kib (t)
li
hc
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Definition
Time index
Link index (links with detector)
Average total flow at time t (veh/hr)
Average total passenger flow at time t (per/hr)
Average flow of car at time t (veh/hr)
Average flow of bus at time t (veh/hr)
Average density of car at time t (veh/km)
Average density of bus at time t (veh/km)
Flow on the link i at time t (veh/hr)
The car density on the link i at time t (veh/km)
The bus density on the link i at time t (veh/km)
The length of the link i (km)
Car passenger occupancy (per/veh)
Bus passenger occupancy (per/veh)
Set of the measurement links

The origins and destinations (OD) are modeled based
on the 2018 CAST model [38] of the CBD. The CAST
model is a macroscopic model of the Christchurch that
was developed in SATURN [39] by Christchurch city
council.
•

Traffic signal
The CBD consists of 98 signalized intersections. A
fixed signal timing is considered. Herein, the applied
green time for each phase is the average green time
of the phase within the considered simulation horizon.
The average green time and also the phase order data
are gathered from the controller information sheets and
the SCATS history viewer provided by the Christchurch
city council.

•

Public transport system
The public transport system in the CBD consists of
15 transit lines and 88 bus stops see Fig. 5. All the
bus stops are bay bus stops and the mean dwell time
is considered 30 s for each bus stop. The mean dwell
time follows a normal distribution with a 33% standard
deviation. Moreover, the real time-table from [40] is
considered for all transit lines. It is worth mentioning
that the traffic condition is mixed (i.e. no dedicated
lane is introduced for the public transport system).
Note that, the observed concentration of grey lines in
the central part of CBD (Fig. 5) is due to the existence
of the bus interchange for indoor bus exchanges within
the CBD of the Christchurch.

•

Road signs
The speed limits are also imported in the model. To
this end, the speed limit information is gathered from
the speed limit map provided by the city council.

•

Other model elements
The priority rules and stop signs are also modeled in
order to closely mimic the real condition.

Each scenario is simulated by 15 replications with different random seeds to take into account the stochasticity effect

of Aimsun. The horizon of the simulation is 2 hours (7:00
AM - 9:00 AM) which is the morning peak period of the
Christchurch CBD. The real OD matrices of the CBD are
introduced to Aimsun from the 2018 CAST model. During
the simulation, the dynamic traffic assignment module is
activated to have more real demand distribution in the
network [41]. Finally, the loop detectors are installed in the
middle of each link (except the short links) to collect the
data.
C. Scenarios
The public transport system in Christchurch CBD includes
88 bay bus stops. The set of bus stops consists of the 43
mid-block bus stops (located more than 30 m from the
intersections), 34 far-side and 11 near-side bus stops. in case
of the bus stop location, two scenarios are defined as follow:
• Far-Side Scenario (FSS)
This scenario presents the situation that all the bus
stops, that are located near to the intersections (less
than 30 m), are far-side bus stops. To implement
this scenario, a near-side bus stop is replaced with
a far-side bus stop with the same length and same
distance from the intersection. This process is applied
to all of the near-side bus stops in the CBD except
three bus stops due to the network geometry limitation
(e.g. the existence of short link downstream of the
intersection).
Near-Side Scenario (NSS)
The scenario describes the situation that all the bus
stops, that are located near the intersections (less than 30
m), are near-side bus stops. To carry out this scenario,
a far-side bus stop is replaced with a near-side bus
stop with the same length and same distance from the
intersection. Here, 23 of 33 far-side bus stops are turned
to the near-side bus stops, while the network geometry
does not allow to change the 10 bus stops.
In the public transport system, 48 bus stops serve only
one bus line, 17 bus stops serve two bus lines, and 23 bus
stops serve three or more bus lines. In this study, the berth
number is not assumed more than three since a berth number
more than three can not efficiently improve the network
performance [42]. Three scenarios are considered to discuss
the network level effects of the berth number as follow:
• Berth-1 Scenario (B1S)
In this scenario, the berth number is assumed to be
one in all of the bus stops without taking the number
of bus lines that share the bus stop into account. To
this end, the length of all bus stops are set as 14 m
[16] in the microscopic simulation environment, while
the length of a bus is 12 m. This scenario does not
represent a real situation, but is defined to explore
the network level effects of the rise in the berth number.
•

•

Berth-2 Scenario (B2S)
This scenario represents the situation that, the number

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: (a) Satellite view of Christchurch CBD (b) The CBD network modelled in Aimsun.

Fig. 5: The gray lines depict the bus lines in the network.
The bus stops are shown by the black empty circles.

of berth is one in all the bus stops which serve one bus
line, while the berth number is defined two in all the
bus stops that serve two or more bus lines. The berth
number of two is defined by increasing the length of
the bus stop from 14 m to 28 m.
•

Berth-3 Scenario (B3S)
In this scenario, the berth number is one and two for
the bus stops that serve one bus line and two bus lines,
respectively. The berth number is assumed three for the
bus stops which serve three or more bus lines. To this
end, the length of these bus stops is set as 42 m.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 3D-NMFD existence
This paper applies the notion of the 3D-NMFD to investigate the network level impacts of the bus stop location
and berth number on network performance. Therefore, it is
crucial to, first, explore the existence of the 3D-NMFD in

the corresponding network. Fig.6a presents the 3D-NMFD of
the city of Christchurch, New Zealand. As the first remark,
Fig.6a confirms the existence of the 3D-NMFD. To provide
a more detailed view, Fig.6b presents the corresponding
contour plot on the (kcar , kbus ) plane where the colour bar
depicts the different levels of the total flow (veh/hr) in the
network. The observed trends and 3D-NMFD shape are in
consistent with the simulated and empirical 3D-NMFDs in
the existing literature [29, 30]. The network performs close
to its capacity (400 veh/hr) at the car density range of (3550 veh/km) and bus density range of (0.5-2 veh/km). The
observed ranges shape the optimal operational regime, first
introduced by [29], of the Christchurch network and can
be applied to design the traffic control strategies or travel
demand management policies. Besides, Fig.6b shows that
the total flow decreases as car and bus density increases.
However, the reduction occurs with different slopes (i.e.
higher slope for bus). This means that adding one bus has
different effects on network performance in comparison to
adding a car [29].
B. Bus stop location
This subsection presents the discussion on the bus stop
location scenarios. In the considered scenarios, it is assumed
that almost all the bus stops that are close to the intersections
can be either far-side or near-side. However, it is almost
impossible to have only one type of bus stop location (i.e.
far-side or near side) for bus stops that need to be located
near to the intersections in the real urban networks. This
happens because of (i) the network geometry limitation like
the existence of the short links downstream or upstream of
the intersection which has been observed in this study, (ii)
considered criteria and the applied guideline in designing the
bus stops location. The later can happen in real condition
like the situation that a center of the trip generation and
attraction exists downstream or upstream of the intersection
and the applied guideline forces the designers to place the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: (a) and (b) The 3D-NMFD of the Christchurch CBD and corresponding contour plot, respectively.

bus stop close to the trip generator center. Consequently, we
may assume that a combination of the far-side and near-side
bus stops (for bus stops that need to be located near to the
intersections) leads to the optimal performance of the urban
networks. Therefore, the current condition of the network is
also compared with NSS and FSS.
Fig. 6. and Fig. 7. depict the 3D-NMFDs and corresponding contour plots for the current condition and NSS and FSS,
respectively. In the free flow condition, all scenarios perform
almost identical at car densities less than 17 veh/km, but the
FSS serves more buses in the higher densities. This scenario
also results in a larger capacity range, in comparison with
the NSS and current condition. This means that there is a
bigger set of the car density (33-53 veh/km) at which the
network with the FSS performs near to its capacity (deep
red colour in the contour plot). However, the network under
the current condition serves more buses in its capacity range.
In addition, the network with the FSS does not experience the
congested regime and remains in the capacity state. Instead,
the congested regime appears in the current condition and
the network with the NSS at the car density of 51 veh/km.
The results yield that, if the main concern is network
performance, the far-side bus stops are superior to the nearside bus stops at the network level. This is in consistent with
local level studies like [6,8,11] in which authors presented
that the far-side bus stops are generally preferable than the
near-side bus stops. It is also a confirmation for the results
presented by [34] which discussed the near-side and far-side
bus stops at the network level using a toy grid network.
Now, let us discuss the potential explanation of the presented
outputs in our study. The reason behind this might be the
fact that the near-side bus stops in particular cause more
interaction between the car traffic and the public transport
system. Specifically, in the peak periods when the queue of
cars appears in the red phase of the traffic signal. We think
that the interaction between the cars in the queue and the bus
which needs to enter or exit the bus stop might negatively
affect the car traffic delay and consequently the network
performance. To examine the accuracy of this claim, the box

plot of the average delay of car traffic in the entire network
(for all 15 replications) is plotted for all scenarios see Fig.
8. In the box plot, the black bars show the minimum and
maximum, bottom and top of the blue box depict the first
and third quartile, respectively, and the red line shows the
median. Also, the employed network average delay is the
output of the Aimsun calculated as the difference between
the expected travel time (in an ideal condition) and the
travel time (with the unit of time per vehicle per kilometer).
Then, the average of all vehicles’ delays is introduced as
the network average delay (where the unit is converted into
time per kilometre). The car traffic experiences the lowest
median in the current condition followed by the FSS while
the NSS shows the highest median see Fig. 8a. This confirms
what we discussed as the potential reason behind the better
performance of the network with the FSS in comparison with
NSS. Besides, in the case of the observed range (i.e. the
distance between the max and min values in the box plot) in
the average delay of car traffic, the scenarios almost perform
identically. However, the max and min values are lower in
the case of the current condition. The max value might be
introduced as the worst case that the bus has to stop for the
red phase in the case of FSS and has to wait in the car queue
before entering the bus stop and stop for the red phase after
exiting the bus stop in the case of NSS. This means that, in the
worst case of the NSS, there is more interaction between the
car traffic and public transport system compared to the worst
case of the FSS. Therefore, it makes sense that FSS leads to
a lower max value for car traffic compared to the NSS. In the
case of min value, we may define it as the optimal cases that
the buses arrive at the green phase for both FSS and NSS. The
cars behind a bus have to decrease their speed when a bus
wants to enter/exit the bus stop. This, in the case of the NSS,
might result that some cars lose the green phase. Therefore,
car traffic might experience a lower min value in the FSS
scenario. The observed trend is expectable in the case of
the NSS and FSS, but the better performance of the current
condition compared to NSS and FSS confirms the assumption
that we presented at the beginning of this subsection. Note

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 7: (a) and (b) the 3D-NMFD and contour plot of the FSS , (c) and (d) the 3D-NMFD and contour plot of the NSS.
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Fig. 8: (a) The network average delay of the car traffic, (b) The network average delay of the public transport system.

that, in addition to the network geometry limitation which
resulted in having a few numbers of near-side bus stops
in the FSS, the observed results show that, the considered
criteria and the applied guideline in designing the bus stops
location also affect the network performance and the average
delay of the car traffic. Therefore, we can conclude that a

combination of the near-side and far-side bus stops results
in a better performance of the network and the network
design properties affect this combination. Nevertheless, as
we discussed in the background section, some local level
studies like [25] presented that the near-side bus stop is
superior if the main concern is the public transport system

performance. This results in an interesting question at the
network level that: what if the public transport performance
is the main concern instead of the network performance? To
answer it, the box plot of the network average delay of the
public transport system (for all 15 replications) is plotted for
all scenarios Fig. 8b. The NSS results in the lowest median
for the public transport system. This is reasonable because
near-side bus stops decrease the probability of double stops
for buses. In terms of the observed range, it is clear that
the FSS leads to the lowest observed range followed by
the current condition. This happens because the far-side bus
stops lead to a smoother interaction between the car traffic
and public transport system and consequently a more reliable
performance of the network. In the case of min values, the
NSS scenario results in the lowest min value. This occurs
since the possibility of arriving at the green phase for all
the buses in the FSS scenario is almost impossible. It is
worth mentioning that the average delay here is the network
average delay, consequently, the NSS results in a lower min
value. Therefore, reasonably, the min value increases as
the number of far-side bus stops raise. Besides, the NSS
scenario shows the highest max value followed by the current
condition which is in consistent with the defined worst case.
This means that, if the main concern is the public transport
system performance, the near-side bus stops are superior at
the network level which is in consistent with the local level
studies like [25]. Besides, this comparison reveals that (i) the
CBD of the city of Christchurch contains a well-designed
public transport network which performs close to the FSS
from the network performance point of view and even better
than the FSS in case of the car traffic average delay, (ii)
the public transport network design is almost in favor of the
car traffic. Herein, the questions that raise and need to be
answered are: what is the optimal combination of the bus stop
location in a public transport network ? what criteria should
be considered to achieve the optimal combination ? How the
network properties and the network stakeholders preferences
affect this optimal combination? and finding the answer of
this question has shaped a part of on-going research of the
authors. Last but not least, this shows that, in addition to
performance studies, the notion of 3D-NMFD can be also
employed to improve the public transport network design
works.
C. Number of berth
The comparison of the network performance under different berth number scenarios is provided in Fig. 9. The
general observed trend yields that as the number of berth
increases the capacity (range) increases which is in consistent
with the local level studies like [28]. Also as we expect, the
network capacity experiences a significant drop in the B1S.
Indeed, the capacity decreases to 340 veh/hr with the car
critical capacity range of (20-40 veh/km) and the congested
regime appears in the network. The reason behind this is the
bottleneck which is activated by the bus that waits on the
street to enter the bus stop when the bus stop is occupied
with another bus. With increasing the berth number to two

in the bus stops which serve two or more bus lines in the
B2S, the network capacity increases to 400 veh/km. The
lower bound and upper bound of the critical density range of
the car traffic also raise to 35 and 45 veh/km, respectively.
However, the network still experiences the congested regime.
In the B3S the network capacity remains about 400 veh/km.
But interestingly, the set of car density and bus density
points at which the network performs close to its capacity
(i.e. capacity range) dramatically increases in comparison
to the B2S. The rise in the capacity range, which is the
consequence of the raise in berth numbers in B3S, seems to
match our expectations. However, the congested regime still
appears in this scenario even more extreme in comparison
to the B2S. Such an observation might have roots in the
fact that some of the bus stops are located closer to the
intersections in the B3S due to the applied increase in their
lengths. This negatively affects the network performance and
leads to more interactions between car traffic and the public
transport system. Moreover, we expect that this affects the
time delay of the car and bus in the network case of the B3S.
It was also presented in the literature that the berth number
affects the average delay of the public transport system [27].
Therefore, the box-plot of the average delay of the car traffic
and public transport system in the entire network (for all 15
replications) are plotted for all scenarios see Fig. 10. The
median experiences a reduction as berth number increases for
both car and bus. In case of the car traffic, it is reasonable
since with increasing the berth number the probability of
bottleneck (i.e. the bottleneck created with the bus that has
to wait outside of the bus stop due to the lac of berth number)
activation significantly reduces. The results in the case of the
public transport system are also in consistent with the local
level literature [22]. Also, the observed range in the network
average delay generally drops from B1S to B3S for both
car traffic and public transport system due to the reduction
in the bottleneck activation probability. Besides, if we define
the min and max values as the optimal and worst cases when
there are/are not activated bottlenecks, then we expect that
both values decrease from B1S to B3S. The expected trend
almost occurs from B1S to B2S for both modes. However,
from B2S to B3S, the min values for both mode and max
value of the public transport system increase and the max
in the case of car traffic almost reminds the same. This
is in consistent with the observed congestion in B3S that
occurs due to the reduction in the bus stop distance from the
intersection. The observed results in B3S can be highlighted
as (i) the increase in the number of berths raises the network
capacity ranges; (ii) the bus stops which are located closer to
the intersections due to the applied increase in their lengths
in B3S might result in the unexpected congestion or delay at
the network level. While the first observation is expectable,
the later means that the distance from intersection needs to
be considered when designing the berth number in the bus
stops which are located close to intersections.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9: (a), (b), and (c) depict the contour plot of the 3D-NMFDs of the B1S, B2S, and B3S , respectively, (d) the 3D-NMFD
of the B1S (worst case scenario). Note, the 3D-NMFD of the B2S, and B3S are not entered due to efficient usage of the
space.
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Fig. 10: (a) The network average delay of the car traffic, (b) The network average delay of the public transport system.

V. C ONCLUSION
The impacts of operational characteristics of the public
transport system on the network performance and the public
transport system have been widely investigated in the lit-

erature. However, the literature mainly includes local level
studies. In addition, some local level studies with the same
main concerns resulted in the opposite directions. For instance, [12] presented that the far-side bus stops are superior
if the main concern is the delay of public transport system,

while [15] recently proposed that the near-side bus stops are
superior if the bus-carrying capacity is the major concern.
Nevertheless, we think that the existence of the 3D-NMFD
[29,30] and its sensitivity to the operational characteristics
of the public transport system provide a suitable platform
to discuss the effects of these characteristics at the network
level. Also, we think that the network level investigation of
these impacts provides useful insight into studies that aim to
design the public transport network.
In this paper, we discussed the effects of the bus stop
location and berth number on the car traffic and public
transport system at the network level. To this end, the notion
of 3D-NMFD has been employed. We have shown through
the simulation experiments that:
•

The far-side bus stops (i.e. FSS) result in better network
performance in terms of (i) the capacity range (i.e.
the set of the car density and bus density at which
network performs close to it capacity) and (ii) the
critical density range at the network level.

•

The near-side bus stops (i.e. NSS) lead to the lowest
median in the box plot of the network average delay
for the public transport system. However, the far-side
bus stops (i.e. FSS) result in a lower median (compared
to NSS) for the car traffic.

•

The rise in the berth number increases the network
capacity (range) and decreases the median in the
network average delay box plot (see Fig.10) for both
the car traffic and public transport system.

•

The changes in the distance of the bus stop from
intersection due to the increase in the berth number
(the length of the bus stop) has to be considered to
discuss the effects of the berth number on network
performance.

•

In real urban networks a combination of the near-side
and far-side bus stops (i.e. bus stops that need to be
located near to the intersections) might result in a better
performance of the network.

The observed results are in consistent with the local level
studies in both cases: the bus stop location [6,8,11,15] and
berth number [17,18]. The output about the effects of the
far-side bus stops on the network performance confirms the
presented results by [34] which was carried out for a toy
grid network. Also, the proposed method and results can
provide useful insights for practitioners and the organizations
which aim to examine the performance of the public transport
system and its effects on the network performance. The
studies which aim to design the public transport system,
specifically those that employ the notion of the NMFD like
[5], also can take advantage of the provided results.
It is worth mentioning that, the provided investigation can
also be carried out through a passenger-oriented perspective. For instance, the delay investigation can be carried

out discussing delay per passenger instead of the vehicle
delay. Also, the notion of the passenger 3D-NMFD can be
employed instead of the vehicular 3D-NMFD which has
been applied in our study. The passenger 3D-NMFD can
be derived through Equation 4. Herein, assuming a constant
car passenger occupancy 1.37 (per/veh) [43], the passenger
3D-NMFD of the Christchurch CBD is depicted in Fig.11. In
the case of bus passenger occupancy, similar to the applied
approach in [44], two different bus passenger occupancies are
considered to mimic the effects of the passenger demand on
the bus passenger occupancy (hb is considered 10 (per/veh)
in (7:00-8:00 AM) and 17 (per/veh) in (8:00-9:00 AM)
[45]). As the first remark, the network experiences a capacity
range of (550-600 per/hr) at the car density range of (35-50
veh/km) and bus density range of (0.5-2veh/km). Besides,
the general trend is similar to the observed vehicular 3DNMFD in Fig.6a. However, a more detailed investigation can
be conducted via plotting the corresponding contour plots for
different scenarios which is out of the scope of the present
work.

Fig. 11: Passenger 3D-NMFD of the Christchurch CBD.
A limitation of this study is that, in the case of the bus
stop location, the considered scenarios are extreme cases.
However, in a real urban network, it is not possible to
have only far-side or near-side bus stops. We think that a
combination of the near-side and far-side bus stops results
in the best performance of the network. Initial insights of
this assumption are provided in this study and it shapes
the future research direction which is finding the optimal
combination of the near-side and far-side bus stops in the
network in order to optimize the network performance. In
addition, it is worth noticing that the passenger activities
and their interactions with the car traffic and public transport
system are not simulated in this study. Another potential
research direction can be the application of the notion of
3D-NMFD in public transport design studies. Also, the
proposed method can be applied to investigate the effects of
the other operational characteristics of the public transport

system like the number of the bus line and bus stop type on
network performance. Finally, more theoretical and empirical
investigation is crucial to generalize the presented results
even though the findings are in consistent with the local
level studies and the current knowledge based on concepts
in traffic flow theory.
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